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Society is changing, and with it our way of moving, relating to or visiting big cities. But are our cities 
ready for that change? Are architects ready to interact with the society to channel and develop these 
changes?

Through its institutions, society has set growth and development goals, such as the SDGs proposed 
by the United Nations, which will mark the future of our cities, especially large cities.

It is a pIt is a project that try to answer these questions through two different proposals, in a common con-
text as a consequence of the synergies generated by transport, leisure and tourism in a central his-
toric square on the Danube’s banks in Budapest. It is planned as a space to think about the growth 
and consolidation of the city through its transport infrastructures and opportunities to generate lei-
sure through the development of some concrete proposals.

The project therefore, consists of two proposals, on the one hand the intervention in one of the most 
important hubs of the city and its immediate urban surroundings, and on the other hand, "MIZU?" 
the development of a series of prototypes linked to bringing leisure to the waters of the Danube.

Integrating the connection between the river and the city is the main challenge in the design of the 
expansion of the Batthány Tér intermodal transportation hub, one of the busiest public transport 
nodes in the city.

TheThe creation of a structure is proposed to connect the square with the river as a bridge, understood 
as the natural evolution of the station. The platform itself is proposed as a catalyst space for the syn-
ergies generated in the square, but also as a starting point for the urban renewal of the square and 
its immediate surroundings to make it more pedestrian-friendly.

The function of the platform and its privileged location in front of the Parliament, next to the Danube, 
not only makes it a reference in terms of transport and tourism, as a point of entry and exit for visi-
tors across the river, but also as a reference for promote leisure in the city, constituting the starting 
point of the "MIZU?"

Are our cities leisure producers? Is our leisure sustainable? What is leisure? How is the relationship 
between leisure and our heritage? These are some of the issues addressed in the prototypes devel-
oped in "MIZU?". "MIZU?" It is a well-known Hungarian expression to be colloquially interested in 
someone, after a while without seeing each other. We could translate it as < What's new? >. 

In our case, it will name the proposal to reintegrate leisure on the Danube riverbed. Both citizens 
and the many tourists who visit the city each year can enjoy it. The starting point is the idea of reacti-
vating leisure and complementing the city's entertainment offer, recovering the concept of an old 
floating pools present in the river until World War II. 

For this, the reconversion of some characteristic barges, generally used for the transport of goods 
along the Danube is proposed, offering various activities, but also helping to strengthen the most 
critical of cities.


